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ORSON ON FIRE IN PERTH CUP & ROCKSTAR’S GALAXY SHOCK
Orson Allen was supreme in the Group 1 SKY Racing Perth Cup (520m) while Rockstar Patriot
caused a major boilover in the Group 1 SKY Racing Galaxy when Cannington played host to WA’s
two biggest races last Saturday.
Victorian raider Orson Allen came into the Perth Cup final as a warm favourite following his
sensational heat win and the Correy Grenfell-trained chaser fulfilled expectations with an allthe-way victory.
A sweet launch from box seven saw Orson Allen cross the field and into the lead as they passed
the post the first time.
Once he was entrenched at the top of the field Orson Allen was never going to be hauled in
despite the dogged pursuit of placegetters Hecton Bale and Dyna Patty.
Orson Allen barrelled over the finish line in 29.62 and in doing so became the first interstate
greyhound to take home the coveted Perth Cup trophy since the race has been held at the new
Cannington racetrack.
In the Galaxy decider Rockstar Patriot produced an upset for the ages.
Rockstar Patriot was given no hope by anyone before the race, including trainer Paul Stuart,
as superstar stayer Tornado Tears looked unassailable following his track record run during the
heats.
The racing gods, however, had other ideas.
Rockstar Patriot began well and found himself on the heels of the leading Bee Dee while
Tornado Tears was shuffled back to the tail of the field in the early stages.
After stalking Bee Dee throughout the first lap Rockstar Patriot edged
into the lead as they approached the final turn and then kicked away
to a substantial break.
Tornado Tears continued to find trouble in transit and by the time he
worked his way into the open it was too late.
Rockstar Patriot’s advantage was too large and he rolled on the score
by just under two lengths in 42.00 with Tornado Tears a fast closing
second.
The Galaxy result was Rockstar Patriot’s 11th victory from 58 starts
and more than doubled his career stake earnings to just under
$200,000.
It was the third time that Stuart has claimed the Galaxy following his
back-to-back victories with Miata in 2012-13.
For the second year in a row Benali took out the Group 3 Perth Cup
Consolation and Snazzy Whompo claimed the second Consolation
race.
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FROM THE DESK... NOEL REILLY
Congratulations to our SKY Racing 2019 Perth Cup winner, Orson Allen, trainer Correy Grenfell and Owner Brendan
Wheeler and also to our SKY Racing 2019 Galaxy winner, Rockstar Patriot, trainer Paul Stuart and owners Gemma
Jovanovic and James Jeffries.
Congratulations to all on the night, the feedback, particularly from the east coast, is that the combined efforts of RWWA,
Greyhounds WA along with Peter O’Neill and David Shortte, has been one of the best social media coverage of a major
greyhound Group 1 event seen in the country. To quote, “the work that has gone into the SKY Racing Perth Cup and
Galaxy has set the bar very high”.
Coupled with a full Box 1 restaurant, the upstairs celebrating the Rockstar Patriot win and the general crowd, it was a
good night for our sport.
Finish on lure field trial slots will be extended to include a 520 start as well as the current 275 & 380starts. There have
been too few trials to enable the Stewards to fully assess the lure drivers in full field capacity situations. Further support is
needed to get the go ahead for full finish on racing.

GAP UPDATE
Looking to retire your greyhound? Check out the chart below and start planning the transition.
Next available pre-assessment:
Wait time from passed pre-assessment to entry into GAP:

Tuesday, 26th March 2019
Approximately 1 week (if greyhound has current
C5 vaccination)
Please note: All greyhounds must be pre-assessed before entering GAP.
A greyhound must not have raced 14 days prior to the date it is booked for pre-assessment.

QUALIFYING TRIAL GRADING DAY CHANGES
The changes to qualifying trial grading days are up and running. Details are summarised
below.
Mandurah Tuesday Qualifying trials will now close on Thursdays.
Cannington Wednesday Qualifying trials will now close on Fridays.
Northam Monday Qualifying trials will now close on Wednesdays.

SCRATCHING DAILY DEADLINE CHANGE TO 8AM
The 8am scratching time change is up and running.
Scratchings can be rung through to the greyhound office at any time and are not limited to the morning of a meeting.
Please note for Saturday morning scratchings the phone is diverted to the graders personal mobile phones. Therefore
the call queue system is not active. If your call goes through to a message system please do not leave a message, just
ring back and wait to talk directly. The Saturday morning call diversion will open at 7:30am and will close soon after
the scratching deadline.

NORTHAM RACE PROGRAMMING
Please note the regular Northam race program will continue to see a FFA 509m, MDN 509m NOV 509m and a graded
588m race scheduled on it.
These races are not always supported by strong nominations but they provide a point of difference to the race mix and
an option to greyhounds seeking variety or a class drop.

WAGBOTA
Memberships are now due. Membership costs
$20. New forms need to be filled out for all
new and renewing members. Please get a
form from current Committee members.

PUBLIC TRIALS
MANDURAH - All trials $5
Monday Evening		
Booked Trials Only
NO TRIALS MONDAY APRIL 22 - EASTER MONDAY
Trials commence 5.00pm
On the arm / catching pen available.
FINISH ON Race option lure available
(Muzzle on, max-2 dogs, No additional tie on.)
Stewards Trials (booked through Stewards Office)
at approx. 6.30pm
Trials must be booked and paid for via Greyhounds WA
Mandurah Office in person or on 9581 7188 by 4pm
Monday - unless Indicated**
Saturday Morning		
Booked Trials Only
Trials commence 7.00am
On the arm / catching pen available.
FINISH ON Race option lure available
(Muzzle on, max-2 dogs, No additional tie on.)
Trials must be booked and paid for via Greyhounds WA
Mandurah Office in person or on 9581 7188 by 6pm
Friday.
Bookings open 9am Monday.

NORTHAM - All trials $5
Ticket Sales 7:15am- 8:45am
Trials commence 7:30am
On the arm/No catching pen

CANNINGTON - All trials $5
Tuesday Evening		
Booked Trials Only
Trials commence 5.00pm
On the arm / Catching Pen available.
FINISH ON Race lure available
(Muzzle on, max-2 dogs, No additional tie on.) Stewards
Trials (booked through Stewards Office)
at approx. 5.30pm
Trials must be booked and paid for via Greyhounds WA
Admin Office on 6350 4600 by 4pm Tuesday - unless
Indicated**
Bookings open 9am Thursday.
Thursday Morning		
Booked Trials Only
Trials commence 7.00am
On the arm / catching pen available.
FINISH ON Race lure available
(Muzzle on, max-2 dogs, No additional tie on.)
Stewards Trials (booked through Stewards Office)
at approx. 8.30am
Trials must be booked and paid for via Greyhounds WA
Admin Office on 6350 4600 by 4pm Wednesday - unless
Indicated**
Bookings open 9am Tuesday.

**FINISH ON FIELD TRIALS ON THURSDAY’S
AT CANNINGTON - 275M/380M/520M.
MAXIMUM FIVE DOG FIELDS. 8:45AM
APPROX START.
Industry assistance in obtaining dogs for these trials is
required as part of the approval process for finish-on
racing.

